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Volume 52/12 One o.f America's Independent College Newspapers 
''Get Smart" With Max 
by Marcia Witt Says Sgrecci, "Citizens is 
The Egbert Union is taking the only bank to operate an 
on somewhat of a new look this automatic teller machine on 
semester. In addition to the campus now but there are no 
presently existing check cashing restrictions prohibiting other 
facility, MAX, the Citizens banks from following suit in 
Savings Bank Electronic the future." . 
Banking service has recently From Citizens' point of 
been installed. view, "MAX"'was viewed as.a 
As stated in thelthaca News, need on the Ithaca College 
"According to Treasurer- campus based on the com-
Comptroller Carl Sgrecci, the bined success of the machines 
feasibility of an automatic teller at Cornell University and 
machine on campus was first SUNY Cortland, and IC's". 
-addressed in 1981 in a report 'isolation', making the service 
written by two marketing extremely convenient to 
students as a research project." students," says Assistant 
"The report revealed that an Marketing Manager at 
cessibility of the two,'' offers 
Ms. Babcock. 
Besides the Egbert Union, 
MAX is available in 11 other 
Ithaca locations (including 
most local grocery stores) or 
any one of the five banking of-
fices in the Ithaca area. With 
MAX, students can now bank 
on campus up to 18 hours a ~ 
day, seven days a week (i.e. 
whenever the Union is open). 
MAX handles most all 
banking transactions, such as: ··. -. 
-leposits, withdrawals, loan 
payments, balance inquiries, 
check cashing, etc. 
--A~-;t-at;d i~ Citizens' "In- '. .·.-; ·. :· 
traducing MAX" pamphlet, '.\ :' :: : · ·. ·: .. 
"With MAX, you select your •._:;.;.' '.''. ::· · ., · '. ·· 
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automatic teller 'machine would Citizens Ms. Jeanne Babcock. 
benefit the College community. Anyone and everyone is en-
A Committee, consisting of couraged to open a MAX ac-
students, faculty and staff count. Ms. Babcock explains, 
members, studied the idea fur- "Regardless of whether or not 
ther .and eventually solicited one has a local or out-of-state 
·-proposals ·rrom five local banks: checking account, all that is 
own personal identification ' · · - CHAOS· 
code which prevents anyone NO MORE · 
Elec,tronic teller Max arrives in 
Citizens, Marine Midland, First necessary to open an account 
Bank, Tompkins County Trust is that first initial deposit of 
Company and First Fed~ral funds.•' 
Savings and Loan Association ''The number one advan-
of Rochester." Although tage for students setting up an 
several ban~s expressed an in- account with MAX is con-
terest, Citizens was the only one venience: .. based on location, 
to have submitted a proposal. hours of service, and the ac-
but you from using your card. 
Only you know· your code." 
In addition, ''to use your card, 
enter your personal code, and 
the machine will tell you, step 
by step, how to complete your 
specific transaction.'' 
It should be noted that there 
is added incentive for student 
workers to set up an account 
with MAX. As stated in the 
Union. 
form letter distributed to IC 
students, "All student em-
ployees who arrange for direct 
deposit of their Ithaca College 
paycheck into a Citizens 
Regular Checking Account 
will receive their account free 
of charge." 
Student workers should be 
aware of what "direct 
deposit" entails. After con-
tacting the Payroll Office, Job 
Hall, 2nd floor, these students 
will receive a biweekly ear-
nings statement. Meanwhile, 
Citizens Savings Bank will 
receive a list of students, their 
account numbers and the 
amount to be deposited. 
continued on page 12 
NewMemb rs 
•Health. Center adds cold clinic for your convience 
- . 
No Waiting In The Cold 
bycMona Kriegc_r one likes· to wait an hour for amount of time they had to 
. some cough medicine when spend waiting in the health cen-
Durmg the months of he/she isn't feeling very well. ter for medicine for the com-
-.January and ~ebruary, more Dr. John c. Macaulay, Director mon _cold. Together with a 
than any-other tnne ?f the year,- of· Health :...Services·--: is quite student .advisory committee, 
· the :!dds · for_ cold r~hef s~m to . _awar~ · of the prqblem and he . Dr. Macaulay has instituted a 
take on 3!1- mcr~mgly 1m.po~- has taken action to help you. Cold Clinic which enables 
tant meamng. Quick recovery 1s The Health Cente·r has a•new students to independently take 
· . a must in the life_~f busy college addition, !he Cold Clinic. It care of a normal cold. 
. students and _th~ tJme to ~e ;- ~as initia!~.-DY. Dr..· ~~~ul_ay • ·The clinic is ·in the lobby. of· 
care.~fa cold ~s linnt~. One of.- after~stud"ent survey revealed the Health Center. It consists· 
, , thtt. ~!ggest ~asslens. the ·long_ dissatisf~ctioz:i · of the students - •. · 0~ · age 12 
.. ·Walt 1_n.-the lieal,th ce?.t~, . No. concerrimg the unnecessary · · · conti'}ue<! P 
,. _,,,., 
,·' . .,, . ·-;., ,:·:' .. 
.... - . ',, -
,' : 
,\'"""I. '•'I••,,,' 
Elected 
Ithaca, N. Y. --The Ithaca 
College Board of Trustees has 
elected Elmer D. Robinson of 
Ithaca and Carolyn K. Serling 
of Los· Angeles to five-year 
. terms on the 25-member body, 
the College announced today. 
"We are especially . pleased 
that Carol Serling and Robbie 
Robinson are joining the 
board since both have been ac, 
tively involved with the 
College for many ..Y"~•u, • said 
Roy H. Park, Chairman of the 
Board. 
Robinson served as 
president of the Friends of 
Ithaca College in 1973-74 and 
as chairman of the College's 
Corporate Fund Drive to 
complete coqstruction of the 
Gannett Center on the South 
Hill campus. 
A retired executive vice 
president of Borg-Warner 
Corporation of .Chicago,. 
· Robinson ·is currently a con-
sultant in venture capital in-
vestments'· with the New 
-_ Business Corporation at -Cor-
nell Research Park in Ithaca. 
He fir~t j<?ined Borg-Warner 
1 \. ·' 'r ): , 1 , i \ V I' • Y , , 1,, , • 1 
in 1955 as vice president of 
Morse Chain in Ithaca. In 
1975 he was, elected a group 
vice president of Borg-Warner 
and executive vice president in 
1978. . 
A graduate of Rutgers 
University, Robinson curren-
tly holds directorships in 
Ciilifornia firms as well as 
~ew Business Corporation. 
Serling has been associated 
with the College since 1967 
when her late husband, Rod, 
became a visiting lecturer at 
the college. He continued to 
lecture in theater and com-
_munications classes until his 
death in 1975. 
Carolyn Serling established 
the Serling Archives at Ithaca 
College through a gift of some 
170 films, as well as scripts 
and related materials from the 
"Twilight Zone" television 
series. She also participates in 
the Rod Serling Scholarship 
Fund, · established at the 
College following , her 
husband's death. · 
· . continued on page 11 
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INQUIRER 
Do you think the prices at 
the book store are 
Photo By Marc Fitzsimmons reasonable; Why or why not? 
Joe Grimaldi 
86',Cinema 
"Totaly unrea;onable-$/9 for 
a philosophy book which I'm 
not even sure exists. ,. 
Lis Cade 
'86, Speech Pathology 
"God no. Why? Who knows 
this is Ithaca College. ,. ' 
Scott Shaw 
'84; Economics 
.. Prices are outrages, it should 
be a ~tud_ent run, non-profit, 
orgamzatwn. ,. 
Gordon Dixon 
'86, Exploratory 
"You don-'t need books for 
gippies.,. 
Amy Reisdorf 
'85, Communh:ations 
Management 
" I try not to think oj the 
prices at the bookstore. " · 
George Mclean 
'84, Physics 
/ 
"I'd say they are overpriced 
and they shouldn't try to earn 
a profit from the students. '! .. 
Kathryn Moore 
'84, ·speech Patholol?Y 
"I don't know, I haven't been 
there yet!" 
Geff "Lwee" Ballow 
84, Management 
"No, Your paying so much in 
tuition tho{ you should get 
more of a discount on books 
because they are ·required for 
the courses you take. ,. 
Have 11. question for the Ithacan 
IDqulrerf Id III kno•J .Smd It to the 
ltllacan bl care of "the pboto editor, · , 
'Jblngan:I :·- .. 
~ -... 
_.,. 
______________ January 27, 1983 _. 
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Editorial 
I . 
The beginning of the Spring semester has a definite- pace to 
it compared to the Fall semester. The fall semester can be 
typically characterized as starting from scratch. All worldly 
.possesfons from home most be moved to Ithaca. People are 
still wearing shorts and are trying to hold on to every last 
plec:e ot Su~mer vacation. Getting the semester started seems 
difficult because the last four months have been spent out of 
the academic atmosphere. : 
The beginning of the Spring semester bas, a certain twist to 
it. A stod~nt's Ufe is pretty well established. -People know 
where they live, where they socialize and who. they llke to 
socialize with. Having some of those basics down the only 
real adjustment students have to make ls getting accustomed 
to t~eir new schedules and prof ess_ors_. 
But _ the pace of student life here at Ithaca i:, 1Jtuch more 
moderate and at ease then what it was during the last few· 
weeks of Fall semester. Students are not cramming. for finals, 
there is no need to._ There is no need to spend a whole Satur-
day or Sunday in the library ~olng homework. -The arduous 
· work of getting good grades bas not starte"'d yet. 
Maybe the ·biggest thing about the start of Spring semester 
is the weather. The cold weather and snow maybe depressing 
to some, but for skiers and Winter sports .people their time 
bas .arrived. A true skier is having a _bonanza right now b,y 
not having much work to do or by baving.a·little, foresigh, and 
arranging bis schedule for frequent s,ld excursions. Even for 
those people who hate the snow there is a silverlining, Spring 
Br~ak-vacationing is undoubtedly in its early_stag~ of plan .. 
~n~ - , 
Even socializing is different at the beginning of a 
semester. Happy hours and pitcher nights seem to ·be ·in style 
just for socializing. These social gatherings have not become 
an excuse to get away from academic pr~surel;. 
The semester is starting ~ut. and important things are 
beginning to develop, But right now is one of -those rare op. 
portunities during a semester to relax and know that nothing 
big or overwhelming is hanging over your head. 
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Op Eds and Letters 
Can Beauty and Brains Coexist? 
To the Editor: 
I can certainly app_reciate committing generalizations. If 
Dori Kaplan's dismay over Miss Kaplan does anything in 
the all-too-heard, "''Isn't that this article, she commits some 
near Coro.ell, Wow you can gross ~nes, and she actually 
probably meet some.really in- perpetuates the myth. 
telligent Cornell men around : First of all, it is "an unfor- · 
there, huh?" : I've heard it" tunate misconception that 
at least twenty times myself Cornell women are ~mart and 
since arriving at Ithaca I.C. women are Just pret-
College. I also agree that the ty ... ". But where does "Sure, 
speakers of these lines are, in ,_ it's probably a _fact th~t Ithaca 
most cases, operating on pure College has nmet~ mne per-
ignorance. I find it a shame cent more attractive wome!l 
however, that when a~ than Cornell University," 
I.C. woman tries to dispel the come from? I have seen plenty 
myth that none of us have of beautiful women at Cor-
brains and rione of the Cornell , nell. And after all, isn't 
women have beauty, she falls beauty in the eye o~ the 
prey to the same misunder- beholder, so to spe3:k? ~1cture 
standings herself. Reputations a letter to the Editor m the 
(and the Cornell/Ithaca ones Cornell Daily Sun. It says, 
at least on an untested basis' "Sure, it's probably a fad that 
seems to exist; perhaps som; ninety n_ine percent ~f Co_rnell 
ambitious· I.C. woman will women are more _mtelbgent 
conduct a formal experim~nt than LC. women,:• . Do_esn't 
someday) begin by people that b~rn? Doe~n t 1t · stm_g? 
· Even 1f that wnter was Just 
On Monday, January 17th, 
the New York Post printed a· 
front page headline which read, 
SECRET WAR PLAN 
LEAKED. Obviously sen-
sational, the newspaper outright 
scared people into buying it. 
T.his tactic of using fear as a 
convincer can also be attributed 
to both the government of the 
Soviet :Union and the Nuclear 
Freeze Movements it has 
spawned in _Western Europe 
and the United States. The 
media, ~ always looking for a 
shocking story, has become a 
most generous host for this 
mental terrorism. 
-In the article entitled, Pen-
tagon Planning For First-Strike 
Nuke War, a Defense Dcpar-
· tment document introduces the 
possibility of using First Strike 
Nuclear Weapons in a conven-
tional war. Somehow, this in-
formation was able to leak out 
of the Pentagon and was made 
available to the media. Before 
jumping to any conclusions of 
doom, I would advise the con-
demners of Ronald Reagan to 
calm down and thin·k 
realistically for a ·minute. The 
document explains that if in the 
event of a global war, the 
United States should be 
. prepared to use nuclear 
weapons if it is forced into a 
position of losing. Anycne 
crazy enough to pelieve that the 
United States would instigate a 
war is crazy. History proves this 
point. The ultimate objective of 
the Soviet Union is world com-
munist control. Their only 
means of attaining this . is 
through territorial aggression. 
kidding? How about the tellectual," I do not agree that 
hypothetical Bob in the stats the matter is one of tact. I 
class. who goes .to Cornell to think he is a well-meaning guy 
get help from a woman he trying in his own bl~ndering 
knows there? What is way to tell that girl that he 
degrading about that? likes her. He is saying she is 
Nothing, unless the degradee fun. Two more assumptions: 
is basing her self-worth on Are all Cornell men tactless? I 
looks alone. That is, have met several perfect, gen-
ASSUMING that standing a tlemen from Cornell. And to 
head taller than a man and · call this poor guy conceited is 
wearing purple contacts when- simply unfair. All he did was 
he hates the color purple are to complement two general 
the criteria for unattrac- groups--1.C. WOMEN AND 
tiveness in the human female. Cornell women. He mentions 
Perhaps Bob likes the view not a word about himself or 
from down there. He might the eroup to which he belongs, 
also have a thing for Liz '~ The:cornell Men". 
Taylor, but just hates purple Lastly, I disagree that "with 
sweatsuits with matching Cornell's reputation, we are 
fingernail polish. Who can tell not given a chance to shine." 
with these things? The We make our own chances, 
possibilities are endless. and Ithaca women shine all 
As for the Cornell man who over the place. Just flipping 
would "much rather go on a through December 9th's issue 
date with a girl from 1.C.-- of The Ithacan, I see large pie-
Rhonda Faunce, and· field 
hockey's Mary Klecha ;ind 
Cathy Foto. Ithaca College is 
a much smaller school than 
Cornell University, and is 
probably less publicized than 
this huge Ivy Leag1,1e school. 
When I run up against Cornell 
champions, I simply inform 
them of the virtues of Ithaca 
College. Many times they 
have never heard of us. 
'Yes, I.C. women, keep, 
playing sports, and keep 
writing. Keep doing whatever 
it is you do that makes you 
special, that makes you real, 
live, multi-faceted people. · 
And, plea'se, if you find your-
self making massive 
generalizations, re-examine 
your values. If you look 
closely enough, you may find 
more beauty, physical and in-
tellectual, than you ever, ever 
Cornell girls are so ... so in- tures of I.C. volleyball's· Nan~y Lee wmougbby 
Hungary, Czechoslovaki;i, and 
Afghanistan have all been in-
vaded by Russian troops since 
World War Two. This may not 
seem like a lot, but the Soviet 
Union has also established 
many puppet . governments 
within the Eastern Block. These 
.countries did not accept com-
munism willingly, but rather 
were issued an "or else" 
ultimatum. Poland is the prime 
example of this. A weak 
America will only encourage the 
Soviets to continue their 
bullying. 
If a World War between the 
two dominant superpowers ever 
takes place it will undoubtedly 
be the expansionist comi:nunists 
who instigate it. Thus, the best 
way to avoid such a catastrophe 
__ is through deterence. If the 
Soviet Union captures the Per-
Up Production 
sian Gulf, the United States will 
be left paralyzed.. It would 
result in an agonizingly slow 
blackout of the entire country. 
The freezers apparently have 
overlooked this fact and are 
unaware of how close the Soviet 
Union is to attaining this goal. 
This is why the communist 
block has missiles pointed at 
N.A.T.O. and is uncomfortable 
about the U.S. responding to 
their challenge. These missiles 
are their insurance policy. 
The realization of a defensive 
first strike by the United States 
will cause the Supreme Soviet to 
think twice about instigating a 
conflict. The pacifists however, 
want to give in to the Soviets 
before such a war is impending. 
The media has taken to heart 
this bumpersticker mentality 
and is spreading pani,:: P-ation-
wide. Where were the headlines 
five years ago reporting the 
Soviet first strike potential? I 
guess that we must have missed 
them. Everyone knows the best 
way to get rid of a bully is to 
stand up to him. The Pentagon 
is doing just this. Soon the bully 
will back down and serious ter-
ms can perhaps be worked out.. 
The freezers and the media are 
unaware of this though they are 
acting like frightened children, 
wishing to appease. the 
aggressor. It is µigh time they 
crawl out of their c9wardice and 
aggressor. It is high time they 
crawl out of their cowardice and 
grow up. Otherwise, it will be 
too late and the freedom of our 
posterity will be non-existent. 
Andrew Levin 
Organizational Media '84 
Nu A_lternatives -
I IITHACAN Policy · 
Dear Friend: 
Never have so many suf-
fered so much at the hands of 
so few. Yes, I'm referring to 
the recent registration/LO. 
validation fiasco. In my four-
th semester here I have never 
seen longer lines in · the Hill 
Center -as those which I en-
countered (and avoided) on 
Sunday, January- 16. Most 
people I '4cnow that did go 
through the lines had par-
ticipated in pre-registration, .. 
but had only gotten the 
minimum number of credits 
allowed...'..I got· 13, my room-
mate got 12.5. I also filled in 
- all those spaces for "alter-
native courses". NO GOOD. 
I t>elieve I heard something 
about a new computer system 
being used for the first time 
this semester. I'd say it still 
had a few bugs in it, but 
should 4500 students who each 
payed $3800 (at least) have to 
suffer through the errors in an 
advanced technology device? 
And if you happened to be 
, changing rooms this semester, 
there were even more 
problems. I moved into the 
Gardens from Terrace -4, 
filling out no less than three 
forms myself, and one each by 
my roommates, old and ·new. 
And yet when I came to check 
into my room, I found that the 
Garden people still had me 
listed in T4, and the Lower 
Terrace R.D. was not going to 
let my - old roomma~e 
's friend move in, despite 
haying f.i!led out the infamous 
-"What· 1t'. .. ?" form. On top 
of this, the gentleman who is 
taking my space in Terrace 4 
called -Residential Life on 
Thursd~y. the I-3th, and w::is 
told he COULD move into T4. 
The pofnt of aff of this is that 
even after doing all the red 
tape required of me, I still 
don't come out on the right 
lists, and this seems to be a 
campus wide epidemic. l can't 
wait to go to classes on Mon-
day and see how many courses 
which I'm pre-registered for 
don't have me on their class 
lists. 
Sincerely,· 
Charles L. Si,egfried, Dra~a 
'85 
»> J 
I The ITHA(:AN is proud to be able to publish COrrel!pondence 
form the ('Ollege community that · ~ccurately · reflects the 
··iewpoint of individuals and/or campus organizations . . 
Ho"'.ever, Wt: reiiped our responsibility to provide only 
legitimot~ lettel'I! with public fonam, 
Because of this, th~ ITHACAN requires the following format 
·,for lette,rM submrtted for publication: -
I. 1, .. me, major nod year of graduation. Will be withheld 
upon reque11t. 
2'; Phone number ona adorees. 
3. Typed needy (Ind no longer than tw~ typewritten pages. 
4. Spelling corrected. tWe will not do it for the author.t 
· Correspondence may be sent through intercampue moil to 
· the ITHACAN, Basement of Landon H~~ Off-campus 
COITellpondent& may write us at THE ITHAC~~ '.Beee~t ~f 
Landon Hall,,Jthoca -Coll_ege, Ithaca~ NY-I~. All leue~-
must·~ ~ved by 5:00 p.~. Mon. .. a~ afternoon 
• 
• :._ :..." '•._II 
Ithaca, NY--J oseph D. Minogue, director of devel?pement_ at 
the College since 1968, has been named assistant vice 
president for development, acc~rding to Matthew B. Wall, 
vke president for College Relations and Resource Develop-
ment. 
"Joe's knowledge of the institution and i!s key ex~~rnal co~-
stituencies is invaluable,''.said Wall. ''This recognttl<;'n ~f his 
long standing and excellent service to the college 1s nchly 
deserved." 
Minogue was appointed to his present post by the late Ben 
Light, then vice_ P,resident for development. As the Coll~ge' s 
principal development officer, Minogue has worked closely 
with Presidents Dillingham, Phillips and Whalen over the 
past 14 years. . 
Minogue has played key roles in all of the College's capital 
development projects, including fund drives for the Gannett 
Center, the Muller Chapel, the Ceracche Center and the new 
.Academic Building. 
A void Trraffi<e 
The Traffic Policy Committee will accept, un\il March 4, 
1983 at 5:00 P.M.,· recommendations for revision of the 
Ithaca College Traffic Rules and Regulations. Any com-
munity member - faculty, staff, administration or studen.t -
may propose changes. Suggestions will be discussed by the 
Traffic Policy Committee and may or may not be accepted. 
All proposals for potential revision should be sent in wri_ting 
to Chairperson, Traffic Policy Committee, c/o Safety and 
Security Department, Ithaca College. AU recommendations 
must be signed and include a local campus phone number. 
Sec your Jostens repres~ntativc 
PLACE BOOKSTORE 
=-DA:..::.l"=-=E;;..._1'_H_R_U_J_A_N-...U_A_R_Y_3_1 _T ___ I"'--M~E_9_-_S_ ~ [~~.j 
" 
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Shuttle Rolls _Agatlill 
Huds~n Heights Shuttle ~chedule · 
Monday-Friday 8:30-9:JOam _ 
Sunday-Thursday 
4:30-5pm 
6:30-7pm 
9:30-JOpm 
I J:30-12:JOam 
each run starts at the Heights parking lot (near lJ section waits 
for 5 minutes. goes to the Union bus stop waits for 5 minutes -
and returns to the Heights!! 
A New Degree 
"Any student interested in. becoming a BUSINESS/P-
SYCHOLOGY MAJOR should submit an application before 
February 15. (Applications can be obtained in the Psychology 
Office - Muller 116.)" 
Join 
The Ithacan. 
..._J_ 
Any student interested in 
writing for The Ithacan is 
welcome to Tuesday night 
assignment night. The nest 
assignment night is Feb. 
1,1983 8:00pm in The Ithacan 
office(basement of Landon 
Hall.) 
.. 
-
- .. _. 
.273-9610 
-
.Dewitt Mall 
.ethnic night 
on Sundav 
.daily spc~ials 
. fresh fish on 
weekends 
.gourmet 
H'gc1:i1 «111 
fine international and original cuisine 
~~ ........................ ___ ...,.~ .. , ............. , .. ..-........-. 
A~jATA-C 
GAftDEN 
[l1tST AU~ANf] 
' '' '• ' - . . ~-
Chinese American Food 
18 -W. Stare Strecr 2 72. 7 350 
FOR YOUR NEXT HEAD 'iRIP, 
TRY HAIRY CANARY. WE 
SPECIALIZE IN NATURAL 
' • 
CUTS, HENNAS AND PERMS 
· FOR ~OTH Of YOU. , 
(Inside.the Clinton House)-
21 ·. 
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Israel 
Students organizing· for Israel fair . 
by Ellen Tannenbaum 
What country: is not much 
larger than the state of New Jer-
sey; is constantly in the news; 
requires all 18 year olds to enter 
the army for two to three years; 
has skiing and snorkeling 
during the same season; is the 
Jewish homeland,. but is in fear . 
of becoming a bi-national state; 
has Hebrew as the national 
language, and is nestled in the 
heart of the Middle East? Over 
thirty people expressed interest 
and desire to visit ISRAEL, to 
.s see the living phenomenon of 
Ei: the Jewish people through first-
hand experience, at the Israel 
Programs Fair, Tuesday 
Qj 
;, 
<O 
0 
E evening. 
~ The fair was a compilation of 
ii: numerous programs. Each type 
The . search 
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of program had a separate table 
with a representative, who had 
been a former participant, to 
answer questions and to 
disseminate all the pertinent 
literature. Program oppor-
tunities na111~e from spending 
three weeks in a . Leadership 
Trainini:,seminar (L TS) to year-
long programs m universities, 
kibbutzim, and development 
towns. Programs also ran the 
gamut from temporary inter-
nships to permanent jobs in the 
students' major field of !itudy. 
While the music of popular 
Israeli' artists such as: David 
Hroza, uanny :Sanderson, and 
Chava Alberstein filtered into 
the room, students munched on 
humous ( a traditional Middle-
Eastern dip made of crushed 
chic peas and garlic) and viewed 
slides of Israel. In addition, t-
shirts and sweat shirts bearing 
ITHACA in Hebrew, were sold 
at the door. 
"I feel the fair was a tremen-
dous success. Everybody that 
came had their questions 
professionally answered and 
simply enjoyed themselves," 
said David Dukoff, represen-
tative for summer touring. 
Friends Of Israel will be in the 
union weekly with the latest in-
formation on oossibl.e programs 
in Isreal, or call the1t othce at 
· L. /4-JJ.lJ tor immediate con-
sultation. If you are interested 
in becoming a part of this; 
organization, wee~ly meetings 
arc 5:30 in their Muller Chapel 
office. 
· By Gretchen Wass 
dealing with their peers, they 
must make fair and difficult 
decisions," says Lamas. "They 
must work closely with the 
campus Judicial System and be 
responsible for weighing all the 
factors fairly and equally. Their 
decisions will effect students, as 
well as the community." 
"W;ll-Rounded" is wh~t it 
takes to be an outstanding 
Student Justice, according to 
Frank Lamas, Vice President of 
Student Affairs. Applications 
are now being·distributed ci,n the · 
Student Government Office and 
the Student Affairs Office in 
Job hall. 
A Student JusticP serves a 
one-year appointment ·on the 
Conduct Review Board where 
he or she will review cases of 
alleged violations of the Student 
Conduct C-ode. and - make 
decisions regarding the guilt or 
innocence of · a paticular 
student. 
"Student Justices are the 
voice of other students. In 
Fifteen justices will be selec-
ted after a four-stage selection 
process. A student must have 
the following qualificatiqns: l) 
Applicants must be at least a 
sophomore and· in good 
academic standing. 2) Applican-
ts must be in good judicial stan-
ding ·with the office of the 
Assistant to the V .P. for 
Student Affairs. Other per-
sonal qualities expected of a 
(I~ 636W.STATEST. 
ITJHACA, N. Y. 
EDUCATIONAL 
CENTER 277 .. 3307 
TEST PREPARATION 
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938 
PREPARE FOR: 
2/83 JL§AT 
3/83 GMA'Jf 
4/83 MCA'Jf 
CLASSES BEGUN: 
JTAN29 
lFJEB 9 
lFlEJB 5 & 6 
Classes With Sufficient !Enrollment 
/ 
----------------------------------------
CALL TODAY FOR INFORMATION 
Student Justice include good in-
terpersonal skills, (listening, 
communicating, assertiveness;) 
the ability to objectively 
evaluate the facts of a case; the 
ability to work well in a group; 
maintaining confidentiality and 
discretion; a strong conviction 
and commitment to the 
position. 
The first stage of the selection 
process will be an interview with 
two members of the selection 
committee. This committee plicant will part1C1pate in a 
consists of Student Government session of "on-the-job ex-
representatives, current Student perience." 
Justices, Faculty or Staff The final stage is a personal 
Justices, and Frank Lamas. interview woth the Assistant to 
The second stage is a "Group the V .P. of Student Af-
Process Exercise" where can- fairs/ Judicial Administrator, 
dictates will be assigned a Frank Lamas. 
session to work with other ap- Lamas notes that a Student 
plicants. After this stage Justice position is a "valuable 
eliminations will occur. learning experience." The 
A Mock Hearing constitutes- position is becoming more 
the third stage where each ap- Continued on page 11 
'Beachcomber iours PRESENT$ 
ll4th ANNUAIL 
College Spring Break in 
DAYTONA BEACH 
* 
., ~ .... -~-.- ":· t -~- . >':.. ·- • ' ' 
(Ccm:mpllete Imunm T@\lD.li." inn~lhm©J.~$~ 
o Round trip rnotur _-;oach to· Daytona Beach 
o On campus departure5 
o Ocean front accommodations 
f+1G---t' c..~~/:). · .. 
. c;.fftb ~ 
o Welcome Party :Mith FRE;E BEER 
oOiscount ID Card for discounts at shops, restaurants and 
night clubs 
+Optional: Kitchenettes, Walt Disney World, Epcot Adventure 
* PRICE DOES NOT INCLUDE ADDITIONAL $39 00 FOR 
TAX, GRA,UITIES AND·SEfl\llCE. 
20°/o to 40o/o Off 
ALL WINTER ITEMS 
' Funky, functional clothing and accessories 
/or men and women at inexpensive prices. 
located in Printers Gallery 
i 113 N. Aurora St. Ithaca. 
Also CIVGilable: Bus Tran.liporiation or Land Package cmls. 
FOR RESERVATIONS AND MORE INFORMATION 
CONTACT: 
Michelle Radovich 273-9861 
T-3A Rm103A 
', II' ,_1 \' 
·.Ithacan Scene 
I 
by Marc Albert 
Still wondering which building 
your "Theories of Love" class 
is located. Now for sanity of 
mind, Ithaca College is placing 
the names of buildings on the 
buildings, (nice ·of them, huh 
gang). So keep y9ur eyes open 
and your sure to find your way 
down the yellow brick road of 
knowledge. 
-----~-
'"What is this?" 
Ski Club Victorious· In Vermont 
Illy Scott Wellington 
During the week of January 
9-14 the Ithaca College Ski 
Club and the SAB Travel 
Committee sponsered an ex-
citing trip to Mount S;now·, 
Vermont. Even though there 
was a lack of snow, the 38 
high-spirited skiers bared the , 
elements and took to the 
slopes with a high degree of 
unmatched excellence. After 
three days of intensified 
training on the mountain it 
was evident that these skiers' 
were ready to race. On Thur-
sday morning, the NAST AR 
race course was prepared for 
the grueling workout it was to 
go through that day. The air 
was crisp and cold, a slight 
breeze was in the air, and the 
skiers were becoming anxious. 
As it resulted, Ithaca College 
men won several of the top ten 
spots .. 
.;amp, snatching up a third 
place finish in good time. 
Other 'skiers in the top ten 
were John Rodgers, Doug 
Meinel, John Hackman, Andy 
Davis, and Marc Knittle. 
with secoJ!dS to spare and 
winding up 11th overall with 
the men. 
In the next race that day, 
Doug Mein·el took to the 
slopes again, this time b -
ringing home the gold and 
. ·- - - -- - -~ . ..:,_ __ -=-
Vadeling his way to victory 
was Dave Laidman with an 
impressive first place finish. 
Close behind was Sam De 
In the women's event, ger-
man born Elizabeth Brooks 
left all other ladies behind, 
taking a first place victory 
continued on page JO 
JOIN THE FUN CROWD AT 
SONG'S COLLEGE NIGHTS j 
For great skiing and great apres skiing, join the fun crowd at Song 
Mountain this winter. Whatever your skiing needs or desires, you'll 
find them at Song. Twenty slopes and trails. Double chair, T-Bar and 
J-lifts. Between runs or after skiing, enjoy the comforts of the large 
2-level lodge-by an open fire for relaxation or in the Lift Room for 
fellowship and excitement in an intimate atmosphere. Open everyday 
and night for your skiing pleasure, but Friday 
and Saturday College Nights are special for. 
the fun crowd.--
FRIDAY NIGHTS 
Join us forthe late, late snow and 
ski with us until the wee hours, 
The lifts are running until 2 a.m. 
Saturday morning. 
SATURDAY NIGHTS -. 
Two dollars off your lift ticket when 
you show your college 1.0. $3.00 
0
~ admission to the Lift Room includes 
all the beer you can drink from 8 p.m .. 
until m_idnight. 
~SangNt. 
~ Just off Tully Exit 14 of 
Interstate 81. 20 minutes 
S. of Syracuse, 1.5 minutes N·. of Cortland. 
. 315/696-5711 
. . :;IS: 
mo 
-·:, 
1983 Summer Teacher :!.;-
Training Programs conducted :, IA 
1n Ph1la .PA and Cornell Umv ·CO = 
llhaca. NY Accred1led by !he v, 
American Montessori Society i:,0 
For inlormat1on call or wrile ""OZ ::::!. 
AERCO Ithaca MonteSson. PO Q __. 
Box 5~2. Ithaca. NY 14850 (0 :11 
(607) 272-1223 or AERCO Ph1la 9" !P. 
Montessori. 1400 E Willow D) -
Grove Ave • eh1la PA 19118 3 () 
- • (215) 233-0141 ::," 
·- Our 14th Year . u, g:. 
,,,,. Wi¥i¥WN4 
Plant 
sa-l·e 
cGreat Prices 
•Great Qualify 
·•Great Sel~tion 
. THE 
PIAJWTATIOlV 
· 114 Ithaca Commons 
- 273-7231 . 
Th=, Fri tlll 9 PM 
. Sundayll-4 
·includes: . . . 
I e Round trip airfare (N.Y.)" B 
-m o 1 nights accommodation B 
B -~ Parties a 
•Sports B o Activities 0 
B More! 0 
a , MAR 06-MAR 13 , ; MAR 27-APR 03 a 
: , MAR 13-MAR 20 I I APR 03-APR 10 a I , MAR 20,MAR 27 I I APR 10-APR. 17 a 
DI ! I'm Ready to Party! 0 0 I've enclosed my $50 0 
l'J deposit and have checked. · 
u myweek. @ fl I l Alm~~t ready. Send n 
more info. 0 B · Add $40 from D.C., Hartford, a 
B Philadelphia, Boston f;J 
U • Plus 15% tax and service 1J B Name _______ 9 
I Address------- m 
.:_ I City _____ State _-._I 
I Zip ____ Phone ___ I 
I · I I Departure ·city I 
, I EL-i1s~NC. I 
·I so, Madison Avenue - , II 
New Yo<1<. N Y 10022 II 
L (212)35>470S (800)223·0694 _ J 
------11,!111-
' 
I 
~-
. . ' . 
~, ) • 1 , ........ ' • I• t.., ;,'••'I• 
'· •,' ·. ; \ .... -~ ' .. .·;,,' .. ,.. . ,, . 
~ · ·Janu1ID127, 1913· ____ ...;__~ ____ ;__ _________________ ...;;.._ _ T-H~E..AIT ..... H.._..AL3,Cu..A .... N_,__J..7_ 
I 
- 0 0 · 0 . 0 
@full~o'i?Ilffl~ tf@ttinffi~ 
HELMET INPIC/rTOPS 
BIG SALEI 
NOW IN PROGRESS 
30-50%· off all sweaters 
' 
,I t • ,-, 1 • I ' .. 9 > • 0 ! .I f 'If , I. I f , f., £ 
GoPJ.leR 
So,~·~ ~it'>O.~ k.~~ ~ 
Kcq~:,.Of'c..~ .... 
G, . . ----..___ 
u.-i., nc.~ -fft,"'j '1 ,-.., • 
--
~ '11 ,sfor~ o.cJ,..:~ 
.so,~ ... 
/ ..._,--.;: 
''just lzm1• lonu lzas Barry bPm waitin!{for hL, n'de?" 
Yhere9s a moire 
<tilepemidable way to get fl:he1reD 
Greyhound is going your way with trouble-free, economical 
service. You can leave directly from campus or other nearby locations. 
Most schedules have stops at convenient suburban locations. And 
talk about comfort. You get a soft, reclining seat and plenty of room for 
carry-on bags. 
So next trip, go with the ride you can rely on. Go Greyhound. 
From Campus 
To Campus 
• Friday only 
"Sunday only 
c Change buses 
Ithaca Lv 
Binghamton Ar 
New York, Port Autho11ty Ar 
New York. Port Authority Lv 
Binghamton Lv 
Ithaca Ar 
Ithaca. Lv 
Binghamton Lv 
Hempstead Ar 
with connections to Smithtown 
Hempstead .. .Lv 
Binghamton Lv 
Ithaca .. Ar 
12 55p" 12 55p 
2·osp 
5 30p 6·05p 
12 Olp 3:00p .. 
4'00p 
5 15p 7 35p 
12:55p 
2 35pC 
7:10p 
11:0Sa 
4.QQpC 
5:10p 
For convenient daily ser~ice and compl~te information, ~all 272-7930. 
3 40p" 3 40p 
4.50p 
8 15p 9 Q5p 
3.00p 6:30p 
7:00p 10:20p 
8.10p 11.30p 
Schodulcs oporme every wee~on<! o•ccpt during hohdays, exam wee~ and semester break. Pr!Clls and SChedules 
SUbJoct lo change Somo service roqurros reservations. • 
---
4 
0 
. II GO GREYHOUND 
,.. ,. And leave the driving to us. t 1982 Greyhound l.lllos. Inc. 
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l The Ithacan' s Guide to Arts and Entertainment -
Going Ape OverThe Velcros· 
by Karen Golembeski 
It started out like any other such as Elvis Presley's "All 
Thursday night. I was returning Shook Up", the Everly 
from dinner relishing the· idea of Brothers' "Wake Up Little 
opening my biology book when Susie", Buddy Holly's "That'll 
I saw a poster by the dining hall Be the Day", Roy Orbison 's 
:umouncing the appearance of "Pretty Woman", Marshall 
TheVelcros at the Haunt. I Crenshaw's "Someday, 
continued back to my room Someway", and the Stray Cats 
when suddenly, I wa~ over- "Rock This Town," had the 
whelmed by a tiny voice inside pony tails bopping and the 
me that said, "Go and see The greasers twisting all over the 
Velcros." I tried reasoning with dance Ooor all night long._ 
it; I had too much work to "She-bop" and "I Go Ape 
dQ and couldn't afford a night Over You", originals written by 
out in the middle of the week The Velcros themselves., 
but the tiny voice just came depicted their talent not only as 
back and said "Homework you singers and musicians, but as 
will have every night. The songwriters as well. 
Velcros will only be in town The Syracuse based band, 
tonight. Go and see The together for fourteen months 
Velcros!" The tiny voice made now, consists of lead singer 
sense so I returned to my Ooor, Johnny Deeper, who throws in 
rounded up some friends, and · a little extra guitar and har-
our transformation had begun. monica once in a while, Tyko 
Within a matter of hours we (pronounced 'Tcko) Boone who 
were among the rolled up jeans, jams on stand up bass, Mike 
saddle shoes and leather jackets Burke and Tommy Reed with 
that were hopping and bopping guitars and back up vocals, and 
and twisting and turning to the Ron Thompson on drums. 
hottest rockabilly band aroun·d - When asked about the growing 
THE VELCROS. popularity of rockabilly, the 
What is rockabilly, you say? musicians agreed that it is a 
Rockabilly is none other than form of music that will never 
the fusion of country boogie die. It keeps coming back. 
and rhythm and blues brought Lead singer Johnny Deeper 
together to make some of the believes that their music is 
best dancing music ever. And "r~paving the road paved twen-
when The Velcros,play~d ty years ago ... as long as people 
their music1 that's exactly what dance, there'll be rock 'n' roll". 
everyone did -- danced. Songs As for the immediate future 
of THE VELCROS, ·a show in 
Syracuse is next and they will 
c.ontinue to play all through 
New England and the Thruway 
Circuit. As for New York 
City.--:. it's only a matter of 
time. Although the band is 
always working on new songs, 
they would.rather wait on New 
York City until they are ready 
to knock 'em dead with enuugh 
original music. Keep your eyes 
open because there is even the 
possibility of THE VELCROS 
releasing a single in a few mon-
ths. 
For those of you who didn't 
listen to the tiny voice I heard 
and did stay in to babysit a 
biology book, all I can say is 
better luck next time. You 
missed a truly energetic and ex-
Continued on page JO 
No Average Garage Band 
The Acme Blues Movers 
f'Z" 
', t.=-i., 
I:;.~ hr Sandy Brovsrman • · 
The Acme Blues Movers are The Acme Blues Movers 17\ _' .. 
no average garage band. Last filled the night with traditional IV . 
Saturday night at the pub this blues pieces such as "Kansas · · • 
band, consisting wholly of <;ity", "Cross r?ads", and the -1/ ·:· __ . : 
I.C. students, performed for a hke and threw m a couple .of -L. · 
good-sized, swaying crowd of surprises i.e. "Hot Rod Lin- ~-· 1-
blues lovers. "We've done a coin", and a harmonica duo . ; 
lot of practicing since last entitled "The Train" which · ·. 
year", said Chris Conte, key fe3 tured Chris Schaeffer. The_ g ,~ 
harp player for the band. This band includes: d , 
was quite evident in the Sco!t Cizek-lead guitar, vocals I ·. 
togetherness of the band's Chns Conte-harp ,~ '-'. 
overall sound Saturday night .. Mark Stiles-bass i: :I::· .. ·:/ 
And speaking of sound, it Phil Cormier-drums ' :. 
was nice to hear a somewhat Dave Burnham-rhythm guitar , 1. : .. 
. decent -sound sys~em in the Next time, make sure the 1 ·-·1t::.:-: ·. l 
J.C. pub~ The music was fully Acme Blues Movers move . __ ~;-.<\: t,-" 
. audible, well mixed, yet not YOU!! ::'.-:."·:--:·'~:.:, · 
overl)e;:irinl!. · 
Blues.Mover ....... : ... · .. ; . \ , . ~ . . . . . . . , , \ t I t t t I ' ,.;. ~ ' C 1. ~• ' I , I I ~ t ' • ·u1ti.es Groover --\ • , , ,, , ,, , ••• !.. ,• •1 .' • .\ • • I I I 'f I I I•• t •1 .. I •f, J t f f 1"1 t t I I I I f t 
, - ' ., ' 
--- '\.·.' 
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"TROUBLE" FOR RAN-
DY NEWMAN ~- "!'m· gonna 
try to get father of the year 
award this year," declared 
Randy Newman, as he headed 
out the door to see his son in a 
patriotic school play. What 
part does he pl<!y? "You got 
me," said Newman. 
"Probably a traitor." 
Newman's taken time out 
from his paternal respon-
sibilities to finish a new 
alb.um, ''Trouble in 
Paradise," that should be in 
· tile stores any day now. "It's 
about paradisical settings-: 
- Miami,· · Lo.s..Angeles; 
Capetown- that haven't 
turned out that way." Chip-
ping iri on the album is a daz~ 
zling array of performers, 
among them Linda Ronstadt, 
Paul Simon, Bob Seger and 
Rickie Lee Jones. "I feel like I 
died and went to rock & roll 
heaven," said Newman.· 
"They were really" enthusiastic 
about my stuff." Among the 
tracks is "My Life Is Good." I 
tell about meeting Bruce 
Springsteen in his hotel: It's a 
total fabrication; I'm sure he's 
gonnna love it." 
Newman may even do his 
first videos ever to promote 
the LP. "I'm gonna do 
ev·erything," he said. "No use 
being· hip anymore. -· The 
business is too bad." He'll hit 
the road for a solo U.S. tour in 
March. "Maybe I'll say a 
band is coming. They won't 
show. and I 'II get all the 
money." 
(c) 1983, ·Rolling Stone. 
Distributed by the Los Angeles 
Times Syndicate. 
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!K. ' K · \ I 1 · . ern s " orner ~ I Social -Solitaire £9. ~ i ~ People just d_on't need each reds and blues in four secon- will work, play, and learn from ~ 
Ii':: other anymore, and I see no ds!" "Big deal!" said the friend these machines. Words like ~ ! sign of hope in the future. as he -raised the volume of his "feedback" and "input" will i i Quickly everything we do is Walkman. be in our daily conversation ~ l becoming a singular activity I am thoroughly convinced · forever. Man's best friend will . l j! with no room for companion- that the SONY_ Walkman i_s a be his Apple II. Schools will ~ 
~ ship. You can quietly look on long term plan by the Japanese become obsolete. Kids will learn j! ~ but don't jion me. Almost every to de-socialize the U.S. of A. from their personal computers. ~ 
BOWIE PLANS A BIG ~ facet of life has been inflicted and take over. _They will move Weeds will grow wild in ~ 
YEAR i with this most discouraging in while we are sitting in our playgrounds where children on- ~ 
. ~ need to go solo. As the 80's un- dark corners singing the last few ce flipped baseball cards and ~ 
Wjth no less than three~ fold, more and more of us are vowels of words, very loud, and played tag and made fun of the ~-
mo~ies--The Hunger, Merry~ Jiving, learning, and yes, even off key. We won't know what fatter kids. Slides, jungle gyms, ~ 
Chr~stmas Mr. Lawrence, and~ loving alone. has hit us. I could go one step and swings will become ~ 
a Ziggy Stardust--era concert ~ The once popular "love-ins" further to say that the small im- monuments of rust, reminding ~ 
film--already i~ the can and s~t ~ and group sex are now out. port cars they are sending over us of better days. The Good v.: 
for ~ele~se this year,. David~ Finding ourselves is in. When are also an attempt to split the Humor truck's bell will be a I 
Bow_ae 1s conccn~ratmg on i growing up, I was told that fin- family unit. Any family of over sound only remembered by the ~ 
music on_ce agam. The~ ding yourself would make you four has found it impossibl~ to old. Life as we know it today ~ 
chameleo~,c p~rformer, who ~ go blind. Funny how things visit Grandma all at once. Some will be a chaptcr'in some book, jP. 
turned th1r~y-s1x on January ,! change. "Billy, you have been have sovled this problem by or more appropriately, a spot ~ 
8th, has wntten the songs for ~ locked in that bathroom for purchasing luggage racks and on some computer chip; maybe ~ 
his forthcoming album and is ~ over an hour!" said mom. "But strapping down the smaller some day to be accidentally ~ 
pl~nning a major v:orld tour I Mom, I'm finding myself!" children on top. erased by some bozo who is ~ 
this summer. _Bowie says he ~ said Billy. "Oh I'm sorry dear, The fact that we don't leave more concerned with his dam- ~ 
hopes t? h~ve his L~ r~ady ~or ~ your dinner is in the toaster- the house as much anymore has ned Rubie's Cube. The good e:! 
release m time to comc1de with ~ oven keeping warm." Women also contributed to social ole days would be erased ~ 
the late-winter premiere of ~ don't need men as much, and if solitaire. HBO has contributed forever. Then again, maybe ~ 
"The Hunger," but there are ~ that's the case men surely don't to our domestic hibernation by not. ~ 
some wrenches in the works. ~ need women.' Men are funny keeping us in, while cable has I could be over dramatizing ~ 
B_owie's RCA contract h~s ex- ithat way. Sex is becoming a made viewing television with a this whole situation. It's at it 
p1rcd, and he has yet to mk a ii! solitary affair. friend or loved one virtually an times like these that a good one- ~ 
new deal. Plus, Bowie d_oesn't ~ Remember Twister, impossible task. Have you ever on-one session with an analyst ~ 
know ~here !? recor~ _his new ~Monopoly, and Spin-the- tried to sit through an hour of would come in handy. I shutter ~ 
matenal. I don t know ~ bottle? We loved the those cable viewing with someone to think of the day when in dire ~ 
whether it's a Ne~ York, .~~games. They were chances to in- who has control of the selection cerebral need, we go to our 11. 
London, or_ a Berhn albu?1, i teracl and to make friends that box? Didn't you get the urge to computer and type in ~ 
he says. Wh~rever_ he _wmds ~ would last lifetimes. You can't break their fingers? Next time, "Analyst" on the data screen. ~ 
up, Tony Visconti will_ be ~ make friends with a Rubie's throw them a Rubie's Cube and We would wait a few seconds ~ 
behind the boards, provided~ Cube. I have to wonder about I guarantee they'll drop the box. and be told by some ~ 
he's wrapped_up with his latest ~ people that would dedicate their The home computer might microscopic chip to lock our- ~ 
effort: producing the solo ~ lives to solving a cube. These ver~ well be the bigg~st faun- selves in the bathroom and find · ~ 
d:~ut of--hold your breath--i people don't make friends, d~t1on blo:k to this who!e ourselves. ~ 
Linda McCartney. Lene~ these people make enemies. disastrous d1le~na. yeople will ~ 
Lovich has added some vocal ;d "Hey look guy<;, J can get all the never leave thelf homes. They J 
support. ·· r....,,,,,,,,,,,,,"-'-'-"-"-'-'-''-"-'-'-'-'-"-'-~~,~~~~~,,~~,~ 
SUPER FEBRUAR\'{'\\\~RCADE NIGHT CLUB 
-
WVBR PRESENTS: JOHN VALBY 
CRYSTAL SHIP DOOR "DR. DIRTY" 
SHOW 
SATURDAY FIEB 19th 
FRIDAY FEB. I Ith 
ONLY $3.50 EVENTS 
$2.93 AT THE DOOR 
co·ME LAUGH ! $4.00 DAY OF SHOW 93C DRINKS 
ALL NIGHT! *CALL LOU TO RESERVE TABLES 
Live from New York City's 
Catch a Rising· Star Improvisations 
The Comic Strip 
Comedians: Bill Miller 
, . 
A\bertOwen Abbu Stein 
at 
Ithaca's Decorated Nightclub 
T~e Union Dining H_~II, Egbert Union 
Febr·uary 9, J983 
9~00pm 
'Refresh·ment:15-° delivered ·a.t tables 
$2.00- ~adinlss~on at the d~or ' 
I, 
. - . 
~ ., . ' 
_ Coll•ge I.D. require~ 
' -
,. 
215 N. AURORA ST. 272-3222 
Pizza'n Bacon: 
A great combination! Try our 
real Bacon topping on your next 
Piz.za FREE ... just ask!~ 
l?ffzzas Dellveirec!I to Vounir ll>o@rrY 
Ask for free COKJES! 
.-.Puilie·s Pi33m 
211 Elmira Road 
[ 2 7~-7600 I ~ffert~:~~~ited 
I 'I! I I, 1) It• I , , I 
• f I' I I/ 1 I' 
-· 
. 'I •.I JI';"',. I.,. I ' .,- ' • ' ' I I I ! I ' I ~ I ' 
•, 
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South Hill Scramble By Sandy Brov-erman 
JET~IL D 1· 1 1 I 
MOCHER I IQI I I ·I·] 
Robett ·Weir's 
middle name 
MAXOI Wt I I I- J 
sYTAL c 1 .,a , , 
I 
Answers . in 
1. -I' -1 
next issue 
Answers to last week's puzzle 
BRAND EQUAL 
LONDON 
CENTER 
ITHACA 
COLLEG\ 
ANGRY MIGHT 
· Founded the "Jefferson Airplane" In 
1965, with Paul_ Kantner-(hlnt:it's not 
Grace Slick) 
·----~-----------------Marty Balin 
YOU ARE INVITED 
FEBRUARY 2 
Introduction to.London 
Questions and Answers 
Union Job Roo.m, 7,..8 pm 
FEBRUARY .10 
.- Introduction to London 
Questions and Answers 
Union Job Room, 7-8 pm 
FEBRUARY 17 
CROSSROADS PARTY 
Union - 8:15 pm 
Chat with former 
London students. 
SLIDES ••• SNACKS 
.COME BY THE OFFICE ANYTIME 
--..- Muller 218 .. 
274-3306 
Applications Due March 16th· 
r -
..... ' 
J\fature'splayground 
revolves around death. 
Evel')'thing watching · 
everything in 
sect precision. 
Al/food is God 
In. this world of no sex. 
--
E. Da~son .Jenney 
Don't 'forget to set · aside 
Thursday night, February 3rd 
for the Memphis Rockabilly 
Band. They've been talked 
about in Time. magazine, 
Newsweek~- · and· Tbt 
Village Voice,,,and they'll be at 
the_ H~unt on ihursday, 
February 3rd. ~there!"·· 
continued/rampage 6 
wfnning the right _ for him to 
return to Mount Snow in April 
'to compete in the· fi~~s 'agai~.: ' 
"st other finalists-from the Nor-
theast. Close·behind was Scott 
Wellington, sking his way to a 
3rd place finish. 
That night; .Lle Ski Club 
celebrated the .victories in · 
hearty -Ithaca College fashion 
- at bars as well .as the club's 
hotel, the Red Cricket lpn, 
with - the famed "Mrs. 
Cricket" breaking_ out a case 
of champagne at 4 a.m. , 
Overall; the trip was a,great 
success and a helluva time. 
The club will. run another trip 
next year around the same 
time and hopes to generate the 
same enthusiastic response as 
with this year'a tip. Look out 
Phil Mahre, here we come! 
Calling all 
l~C. Poets: 
w-E 
WA.,NT 
. YOU 
_l·· 
to show us the way ·1 
l\ . ' 
. I(',... I 7 ' . 
·: •• : ~ iswmc nf'f', s .wmr poetry. 
,;\It~ Please ,le/Jf1si1 _v,mr · l_\'/IPtl. fir , 
i '.1' \ _ ner,t(t,· hamlrt•rittl'n p11Pm.~ into thP ' · 
lth(Jmn ho~ next to che,·~-c·,1.1hi11p. 
hP /11111,v, of thi11 t:fll11mn ,/PpPn• 
. (In WIii. 1'ha,1k_,·1111. , 
. 
. . ~-~-
.. , 
':'·· 
--
I' I 
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; N)" Nabenhouer Room 
i -Music Theatre/Films Lectures/Seminars 
January 28 January 28 
Faculty Clarinet Recital, ~AB film - Midnight 
A. Sidorowicz, 8:15 pm (F E!Press, Textor 102, 
7 & 9:30 pm; admission 
January 29 charged 
Piano Recital, M. Brodie, 
3 pm (N) 
Battle of the Bands -
Union Dining Hall, 8 pm; 
admission charged 
January 30 
Faculty Baritone Re'~ital, 
A. Godwin, 3 pm (F) 
Janual'!J 29 
SAB film - Midnight 
Express, Textor 102, 
7 .& 9:30 pm; admission 
charged 
January 30 
SAB film - Bugs Bunny 
Superstar, Textor 102, 
8 pm; admission charged 
January 2? 
Feminism & Free Love, 
lecture by Ellen Dubois, 
Assoc. Prof. SUNY Buffal 
Muller Chapel, 8 pm 
January 31 
Renters Energy Saving 
Workshop, Cooperative 
Extension Center, 
2255 Fulton St., 7 pm 
February 1 
Janual'!J 31 
Faculty Ensemble -
"The Muses Delight" 
8: 15 pm (F) 
SAB-Sexually Speaking, 
lecture by'Dr.·Ruth 
Westheimer, Ford Hall, 
8 pm; a~ssion charged 
Febl"Ul1.l'y 2 career E:xploration Group, 
·: Women' Direct 'Film ~eries-- Session I, De Kotte Rm, 
MUSIC HOUSE RUSH DATES 
Febl"Ul1.l'y 1 
Sigma Alpha Iota - Rush 
Februm,y 2 
Kappa Gam::ia ~si~Smoker 
February 3 
Mu Phi Epsilon - Rush 
' The Power of Hen is the Union, 3:30 pm 
Patience of Women, Elain 
Leeder speaker, Textor 
102, 7 pm -
Febl"Ul1.l'y 4 
SAB film - Blazin Saddles 
·,, Textor 102, 7 & 9:30 pm; 
admission charged 
SAD film - The Last Waltz 
Textor 102, 12-midnight; 
, admission charged 
Februtll"'J 3 
Career E:xploration Group, 
.Session II, De Kotte Rm 1 
Union, 3:30 pm: 
' Compiled by the 
Office of Cm::puo 
- Accivitieo - dg 
Meetings 
January 28 
aviators Fellowshi 
Meeting, DeMotte Rm, Unio 
7:30 pm 
January 31 
cohol Educa~ion Committe 
Meeting, Job Rm, Union, 
4 pm 
February 1 
Council Heetin --
Sports 
January 28 
C Varsity Basketball Qs. 
Clarkson, 8 pm (A) 
January 29 
C Hen's Swimming, ICAC 
Diving, Noon 
IC Wrestling vs. RPI/RIT 
2 pm (A) 
IC Varsity Basketball vs. 
St. Lawrence, 3 pm (A) 
IC JV Basketball vs. 
Corpell, 5:15 pm (A) 
FebruaPy 1 
Febl'UIJPy ,2 IC Hen's Swilllllling vs. 
Rochester,·4 pm 
ondon Center Information 
Meeting, Job Room, Union, IC JV Basketball vs. 
7 pm Alfred, 6 pm (A) 
dersh1 Worksho 
Time Management, De Kotte 
Rm, Union, 6 pm 
Sign up D. R.osenblUID, 
274-3222 
February 4 
Self Esteem Worksho, 
Laub Rm, Chapel, 6 pm 
IC Varsity Wrestling vs. 
Brockport, 8 pm (A) 
IC Varsity Basketball vs. 
Alfred, 8 pm (A) 
FebruaPy 4 
IC Varsity Basketball vs. 
RPI, 8 pm 
Etcetera 
reviously purchase, 
Greek Peak pkgs. 
in Union Lobby 
11 am - 2 pm 
Last Day A~d/Drop 
Semester Courses 
Last Day co 
Register for Sprin: 
(ANUAF.Y J>:,:;.: _ ..,- : 
Unrest'ricted Color 
A contemporary 
color photography 
exl'i"ibit compr'iscd 
of works chosen 
from artists 
nationwide. 
lland..,erker 1;.illery 
Gannett 
Hon-Thur 9am-9pm 
Friday 9am-5pm 
Bloodmobil~, ~est 
Terrace Balc-uny, 
11 am - 4:45 pm, 
Sign up with 
Jeanne Truman 
e:!l:t. 3013 
Rece tion for 
"Unrestricted 
·Color" Handwerker 
Gallery, Gannett 
5 - 7 pm 
Februm,y '1 
Last Day Pass/fail 
SeQester Courses 
ATTLE OF THE BANDS continued from page 1 Delt.a Psl Kappa Rush Mid!:l1ght Skat in& -
Caoa Park lee 1U.n1'. 
12 cwlnight Sh; is associate publisher 
and consulting editor of 
"Twilight Zone,, magazine, 
which she founded two years 
ago, as well as a project con-
sultant to the Twilight Zone 
movie, scheduled to be 
released in June. She holds a 
B.A. degree in psychology 
from Antioch College. 
Serljng's connections with 
the· Ithaca area span five 
generations. Her daughter 
Jody graduated from Ithaca 
College in 1974. Her· great 
grand father, George Caldwell, 
was the first professor hired by 
Corneli University's College 
of Agricultural Chemistry. 
Caldwell built the home near 
Sheldrake on Cayuga Lake, 
where Serling resides during 
the summer. 
continued fr,om page 5 
recognized and the number of 
applicants increases each year. 
In the past only JO applicants 
were chosen, but last year 15 
were chosen and will be this 
year also. 
Lamas says the Justices are 
strongly committed to their job, 
and the system extremely fair. 
He cited the case of one student 
who had a hearing before the 
Judicial Committe, and the 
fairness with which he was 
treated prompted him to apply 
for a Student Justice position. 
There will be a gener·a1 in-
formation meeting for all in-
terested students on February2 
at 7:00 p.m. in the Board room 
on the third floor of Job Hall. 
STOREWIDE 
CLEARANCE 
10%-50%off 
It's back to business with extraordinary 
sales, specials and even un-advertised 
surprises all through Shalimar. 
Tha lntemational 
Christmas Shop 
From Ecwx!cr 
100% VlA:Jol Swootoru 
50% 
OFF! 
mg. *69.96 
NOW$29.96 
. (while they lastl 
_·House of Shalimar 
CENTER (THACA •COMMONs • PYAll.Uln 
/ 
,. 
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Fellom;hips 
1984-84 H.M. LEHMAN 
GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS in 
Social Sciences, Public Affairs, and In-
ternational Affairs. Each award will be 
up to $19,000 over.a maximum of f~ur 
years. The fellowship is for full-ume 
resident graduate study in an ap-
propriate graduate program in an ap-
proved college or university in New 
York State beginning in September 
1983. Application deadline: March 4, 
1983. For complete decails and ap-
plications contact: Career Pla!]ning 
and Placement Office, first floor, Gan-
nett Center. 
Olmpus Organizations 
Test Anxiety Group- The Counseling 
Center will be offering a six week group 
for student~ who believe they could do 
better on tests if they were less anxiom. 
Call for an initial se,,ion, 274-3136. 
DearZOZS: 
Monday January 31 7:00p.m. 
"Reuters Energy Saving Workshop" 
Cooperative Extension Center 
225 South Fulton Street Ithaca 
No charge 
Participants will learn how to cut 
energy costs up to 15 percent, 
spending five dollars or less. 
Sponsored by: Ithaca Neighborhood 
Housing . 
and Cooperative extension. 
SKIERS: If you have not picked up 
your Greek Peak ski packages do so on 
Friday (Jan. 28) from 11 a.m.-2 p.m. in 
the Union Lobby, or call Scott 272-
6134, or Fran 272-9834. Thanks. 
Also: Greek Peak bus leaves each 
Tuesday at 5:00 p.m. sharp from the 
Union parking lot. Be There! 
Marxist-Feminist Speakers Series 
Ithaca College 
ELLEN DUBOIS - Associate 
Professor of History, SUNY Buffalo 
will speak on "Feminism and Free 
Love", Thursday, January 27th at 
8:00 p.m. in Muller Chapel. Professor 
Dubois is the foremost authority on 
Elizabeth Cady Stanton and the early 
American feminist movement. 
Where and when are we going 
out for dinner? 
Dear K.B.and LEE: 
Thank you both so much for a 
most enjoyable evening of wine 
and hand play last Friday. We 
will have to do it again very 
soon. Until then the rnemory of 
the evening will burn in our 
minds and bodies. Next 
Friday ... Same time, same place. 
You Know Who 
Hey Dorsi-
How's the baby doing? 
Patti 
Keep your chin up. Things will 
definitely work out. Remem-
ber ,there is always peanut but-
ter. 
Bambi-
Have a great christmas I hope 
"Things" go ·well don't worry, 
someday you'll have your rock, 
and I'll have my plush li1w 
library. Dunbar's after break? 
S&M forever 
Luanne Reynolds/Murphy? 
Lauren, 
Welcome back, HB! 
Love, Your wenchly old 
roomate 
Riders Wanted 
Go Greyhound round trip to Hempstead 
for Just S36 00. New York City for 
$36 00 and Bulfalo for only $25 40 
Convenient campus departures and 
return tnps Call 272-7930 for 
schedules and 1nformat1on 
The Stroked 
To the party animals, slam 
bangers, MF's happy hippos, 
reggae dancers, mud ".'reslers, 
sun gods and goddesses, swim 
campers, divers and coaches! 
Thanks for the best time ever in 
Florida. You guys were great 
and I hope you had as much fun 
as I did. 
Love Madge 
Dumb Able McCay, 
Have fun in London- watch 
those wild foreign women-
remember what you said on 
nov. 17th ... Keep in touch- by 
mail. I don't except collect calls. 
Peterson Realty 
Among her widely read books is 
FEMINISM AND SUFFERAGE. 
The lecture is free and open to the 
public. 
ITHACA COLEGE LONDON 
CENTER: Students interested in 
stl!dying at the Ithaca College London 
Center are invited to attend an infor-
mation_ meeting on either February 
2nd or 10th, the Union Job Room, 7-8 
p.m. The London academic program 
and application procedure will be 
discussed, as well as housing, travel 
and program costs. 
Personal Loss Group- The counseling 
Center will be sponsoring a three 
session group for students who have 
experienced the death of someone they 
loved. It will be held on three Sundays, 
beginning January 30th from 3:00-4:30 
p.m. Call 274-3136 to sign up. 
Eating Disorders Group- The Coun-
seling Center is sponsoring an ongoing 
froup for students who have an eating 
disorder. I( you find yourself ·binging 
and vomiting, or binging and fasting, 
yoti may find this group helpful. Call ' 
Dr. Wiley at 274-3136 for ·more infor-
mation. 
Diana Georgia 
fj:ow's London treating you? 
BW -
Dear Chicken(curious): 
You gossip too .... I won-
der. .. With who? 
To Larry Cherrydale, 
I'm sure you had a good time 
at the who on your birthday. I 
wrote this because I know you 
will get off on it. 
J 
Hornsta, 
I Hope London is eventful. 
Don't get too "pissed" in the 
pubs and watch those foreign-
stores-keep a stiff jaw 
Hornsta 
To Cranky B .... , 
No Buffalo Chicken wings 
or late nights in Hood Hall are 
going to keep me away 
anymore. Lets try and make 
it. 
56 Bowler 
Dear Leslie, · 
Hope things are well in Lon-
don. We're doing fine at th\ 
Ithacan. Good Luck and have 
a great semester. 
The Ithacan Staff 
- . 
Self-F.steem Weekend, the counseling 
Center will be sponsoring a weekend 
workshop on February 4,S, and 6 for 
students who want to increase their 
understanding of themselves. Ii will 
help you identify your strengths and 
develop your self esteem. Call Dr. 
Brown at 274-3136 for more 'infor-
mation and/ or to sign up. 
Assertiveness Trulnlng. The coun-
seling· Center will be offering a four 
session group for students who would 
like to learn more about their behavior 
and ways of responding assertively. 
The group begins on February 2nd 
and · will be held four Wednesdays 
from 6:30-8:00 p.m. Call 274-3136 to 
sign up. 
Women's Basketball 
The Ithaca Youth Bureau will be 
having a wome.n's basketball league. 
The league is for all women 18 yrs. old 
or older. It is informal and the skills 
of the players are varied. The 
program is at Central gym, located on 
Buffalo St. in Ithaca. It is on Thur-
sday nights from 7:00-9:00. It .will 
staart Jan. 20. For ·more information 
contact Liz Lawrence 273-~364. 
Career Seminar: PUBLIC 
RELATIONS AND ARTS 
MANAGEMENT. Friday, January 
28th. 9:30-I0:30a.m. 
continued from page 1 
Either the Interest Chect.mg 
or Regular Checking Account 
options are being encouraged 
to students. As stated in 
Citizens' promotional 
materials, "A Citizens Interest 
Checking Account allows you 
to earn 5 ¼ percent annual in-
terest on your checking funds 
every day, on every dollar, 
regardless of your balance." 
On the other hand the Regular 
Checking Account provides 
the customary checking ser-
vices without any "per check 
fees". 
What can be said to students 
not interested in switching 
over to the MAX Automatic 
Teller Machine? "Business as 
usual", in a sense. Check 
cashing services will continue 
as they have in the Egbert 
Union and Bursar's Office. 
"I think the direct mail,was 
most successful in reaching the 
students," asserts Ms. Bab-
cock. As of last Wednesday, 
approximately I 00 accounts 
were opened by students. 
Representatives from Citizens 
will be available to assist 
students opening accounts 
today and tomorrow. 
SAVE fflONEY- MTN TAIIE-OUT FOIIJ 
FROffl OUR DELI and BAIIERV. DEPTal 
* 0-VE-RSIZE SANDWICHES ,, 
io' 
·~ 
' 
-~.I, 
r, 
'~. *SUPER SUBS 
* !PIZZA BEER SODA 
* READY TO EAT MACARONI SALAD 
* COOKIESv ROLLS & BREAD. 
Career Exploration Group. .- The 
Counseling Center and the Office of 
Career Planning will be sponsoring a 
four session group beginning on 
February 1st for students who are ex-
ploring their options for careers 
and/or majors. It will be held on 
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 3:30-
5:00 p.m. Call 274-3136 for more in-
formation and to sign up. 
Macy's Information Seminar: 
CAREERS IN RETAIL 
MANAGEMENT. Wednesday, 
February 2. 7p.m. Gannett 111. Sign-
up at Career Pla'nnfog. 
Career Seminar: THc PUBLISHING 
FIELD. Friday, Rebruary 4th. 9:30-
10:30a.m. Gannett 114. Sign up at 
Career Planning. 
Employment Recruiter Visit: 
MACY'S OF NEW YORK 
Date: Thursday, February 3rd· 
Positions: Junior Executive Trainees 
Time of Interviews: 9-12 noon; I :30- ! 
5p.m. 
Sign up at Career Planning 
continued from page 1 
of 7 sections which have very 
explicit steps and questions to 
aid the ill student to examine 
him/her self and· prescribe 
medications on a basis of what 
the symptoms are. Dr. 
Macaulay and the Health Cen-
ter staff do not distourage 
anyone to consult them if they 
have any .doubts or questions. 
The Cold Clinic has a self care 
check list of symptons and in-
formation about the does and 
don'ts, pros and cons of 
penicillion. Dr. Macaulay ad-
vocates the Cold Clinic for a 
"two fold educational 0bjec-
tive". He feels that, '' It is im-
portant for students to learn 
how to take care of themselves 
for. their future of living in-
dependently of the college and 
home." He also believes, "It 
answers the students needs 
during the cold and flu season." 
The Cold Clinic is funded by 
the Health Center and by some 
financial support from Student 
Affairs. It is there for 
everyone's benefit.. The staff in 
the health center· encourages 
students to use the clinic. They 
in no way discourage anyone 
from seeing the doctor or from 
asking any_ questions. Take 
advantage of the hand outs 
available and use the _clinic 
wisely. Dr. Macaulay and the 
Health Center staff has heard 
the complaint of the students 
and they are willing to help 
everyone in every way possible. 
The clinic has been used by 
several students and the respon-
se is extremely favorable. 
· Saturdays r.l' Micinilht -· Su-nctays· a am .• & pm . 
·7 42 .. s.,. 'MeadoW St., .Ithaca FOOD STORES ' 
J 
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(Courtesy of Sports Information) 
MEN'S VARSITY BASKETBALL (7-3, 3-0 ICAC): Jan. 25 
at Hobart; Jan. 28, at Clarkson. Ithaca split two games on the 
_ road last week, losing 64-62 in double overtime to Hamilton, 
ranked fourth in the nation in Division Ill, before beating 
RPI, 73-63. Senior forward Tod Hart led Ithaca's balanced 
efforts, netting 23 points against Hamilton and 19 against 
RPI. Hart, already Ithaca's all-time scoring leader, now has 
1,604 points and ranks No. 3 all-time in rebounds with 636. 
Senior center Mickey Herzing also enjoyed a successful week, 
scoring IO points and grabbing 13 rebounds against 
Hamilton, then scoring 12 points and graLbing eight reboun-
ds against · RPI. 
WOMEN'S VARSITY BASKETBALL (4-9): Jan.24, Cor-
nell; Jan. 29, at Oneonta State; Jan. 29, Brockport State. 
Ithaca will return home after a tough weekend on the road 
which included losses to Brooklyn College, 74-61, and Kean 
College, 77-68 in overtime. Earlier in the week the Bembers 
fell to Hartwick 76-64. Ithaca has been struggling to put two 
consecutive halves of solid basketball together, leading all 
three games last week at halftime. Sohomore Tracy _Olson 
has been a key player for the Bombers, grabbing 31 rebounds 
and scoring 36 points last week, including highs of 15 
rebounds and 20 poi11ts against Kean. Sher~i Didio also had a 
fine week as the junior pumped in 47 points and passed out 11 
assists. Didio led Itl1aca in scoring against Hartwick with 21 
points while sophomore Jeanne Johnston pulled down 20 
rebounds. Johnston also scored 18 points against Hartwick 
and led the Bombers against Brooklyn with 22. 
MEN'S JUNIOR VARSITY BASKETBALL (3-1): Jan. 25, 
at Hobar~; !an. 29, at Cornell .. Tl:\e Bombers were able to 
hold off a Hamilton surge near the finish and win 61-57. Bill 
Sachs led the team with 20 points, shooting 9xl3 from the 
floor. He is the team's leading scorer with 48 points an 
average of 16.0 per game. Dan Bennett, who is the team's 
leading rebounder with an average of 5.5 rebounds per game, 
added 10 points and pulled down six rebounds. 
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MEN'S WRESTLING (6-2. 1-1 ICAC): Jan. 26, Buffalo; 
Jan. 29, at RPI w/RIT. A big week for the Bombers as Ithaca 
placed eighth at the New York State tournament, its highest 
finish since a second place finish in 1973, and beat Cortland 
State, 25-21, and Mansfield State, 26-20, in dual meets. 
Sophomore Bart Morrow and freshman Bob Panariello led 
Ithaca during the week. Morrow won the state championship 
at 134 pounds and was named the tournament's Most Out-
standing Wrestler. He won six matches last"week, raisingf his 
overall record to 21-2. Panariello placed second in the state at 
118 pounds, losing an 8-7 deci$ion to Army's Bob Turner. 
Earlier in the week both Morrow and Panariello won twice in 
dual meets, as did sophomore David Kittay at 167 pounds. 
WOMEN'S SWIMMING (4-2): Jan. 26, at Cornell. Last 
week Ithaca defeated Brockport State, 78-58, before losing a 
tough meet to Colgate, 80-69. During the Brockport meet 
Ithaca had five double winners and one national qualifier. 
Co-captain Marguerite Donahue won and qualified foF-
nationals in the 100 fly and placed first in the 50 fly. Other 
double winners included Catherine Lyons in the 200 and 100 
free; Dorothy Lohnau in the 100 and 50 back; Ann Baxter in 
the 100 and 50 breast; and Dorsi Raynolds in the 50 free and 
100 IM. Although Ithaca lost to C::olgate, the Bombers were 
still able to set four school records and qualify for nationals. 
Amy Hausherr set a school record in both the 1,000 free and 
200 back, and placed .first in the 100 back. Donahue set 
school records in the 200 fly and the 500 free. The 400 free 
relay of Raynolds, Donahue, Hausherr and Lyons qualified 
for nationals with a time of 3:47 .2. 
MEN'S T~CK AND FIELD (0-0): Jan. 29, at Cortland In-
vitational. The Ithaca men competed at the non-scoring Cor-
nell Invitational and four individuals qualified for the state 
meet.~ Jim Quinn qualified in the 5,000-meter run; Brendan 
McCormick qualified in the 400-meter run; Ray White 
qualified in the high jump; and Jim Nichols qualified in the 
shot put. 
WEEK 
Sophomore Wrestler Bart Morrow, from Pittsburgh, P.A., 
won the N~w York State Championship .at 134 poands last 
week. Morrow finished 6-0 on the week and raised overall 
recori this season to 21-2. He was voted the Most Outstan-
ding Wrestler at the stat~ tourney and was named Athlete of 
the Week by the Ithaca College Sports Information Office for 
the second week in a row. 
For bis performance, The Ithacan honors Bart Morrow as 
Athlete of the Week. 
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FOCUS ·oN 
Sports 
ew Rules for 
Studentm:, Athletes 
by Dave ]Fischer 
Ever since former All-Pro 
linebacker Dave Meggysesy's 
beok "Out· of Their League" 
exposed Syracuse University 
for urging athletes to enroll in 
phantom courses, the college 
athlete's credibility as a college 
student has become suspect. 
Ideally, college athletics 
provide an opportunity for the 
athlete to continue and better 
his education. Rationally, 
higher education merely 
provides an opportunity for 
the athlete to continue his 
playing career. 
Until recently, college 
eligibility rules stipulated that 
an athlete may receive credits 
without working toward a 
degree, and that incoming 
freshmen are eligible to par-
ticipate in Division I if they 
have a 2.0 average in any high 
school subject. 
University of Georgia 
president Frederick Davison 
says, ''That [rule] means 
nothing except that you stayed 
out of jail.'' 
This type of growing 
awareness (and facade of 
rebellion) prompted over-. three 
dozen college presidents and 
the American Council on 
Educatim;i (ACE) to formulate 
two new proposals which will 
now stiffen the N.C.A.A. 
standards for athletic 
eligibility. 
The new "stringent'' rules 
allow freshmen to play in 
Division I only if they own a 
high school grade-point 
average of at least 2.0 in 
english, math and science, in 
addition to a combined score 
of 700 or more on the 
Scholastic Aptitude Test 
(SAT) or 15 on the American 
College Test (A<;:T). In other 
words, players must now be 
able to add the numbers on 
their jersey. 
The second new rule 
requires all college athletes to · 
earn the minimum amount of 
credits toward a degree. This, 
it has always been assumed, is 
the reason to attend a college 
or university. 
For all new rules there is 
always objection, and the 
most serious objections came 
from black colleges. They 
argued that athletic eligibility 
requirements will be unfairly 
higher than general admissions 
standards. The SAT and ACT 
score requirements also pose 
the question of discrimination 
presents 
because blacks, on the whole, two new rules fail to alleviate 
tend to score less than whites the common denominator of 
on standardized tests. amateur recruiting violations--
The Reverend Jesse Jackson- profit. Like any business con-
charged that these exam stan- cern, universities like to make 
dards were imposed because money, This is easily accom-
"w hi te boys are inferior plished by a successful athletic 
athletes to blacks." program and _ makes the 
Similar eligibility proposals pressure of . winning 
have been voted on before but, paramount. After all, the best 
until now, none have passed. recruiting pitch is a winning 
So why the resurgent push for record and a rich tradition of· 
new upgraded standards? success. 
Part of the reason is that The upgraded standards 
presently the N.C.A.A. has 19 . only give the illusion that 
colleges on probation for rules credibility is being restored. 
violation and is investigating The distorted importance of 
countless others. The good winning has led to corruption 
name of several powerhouse· and is the cause of illegal· 
universities has been tainted recruiting tactics in amateur 
by these violations--most of sport. 
which occur in the process of While ' the ~ligibility 
luring subpar students into requirements may change, the 
continuing their career. main objective does not--
By raising the eligibility meanin{that colleges will still 
requirements, universities do anything it ·takes to win. 
hope to send the message to Why should we believe that 
high school athletes that they schools won't send ringers to 
must also be students if they take exams for athletes, or 
wish to play college sports. that the special attention 
Only 2 percent of all college education gives to pl~yers will 
athletes go on to sign cease? · 
professional contracts so The case of black Creighton 
athletes must be prepared in University basketball player 
other -fields. Kevin Ross comes to mind. 
Although well-intended, the Ross had gone through four 
years of college' and never 
learned to read or write past a 
second grade level. If winning 
is overemphasized such cases 
will continue. . 
As the credibility of 
the scholar-athlete becomes 
su~pect, so does the credibility 
of amateurism. Brown 
University president Howard · 
Swearer last year suggested 
that the paradox of 
amateurism at the university 
level be eliminated by turning 
college teams into professional 
farm clubs with the players 
serving as paid minor leaguers 
instead of being students. 
That's another story all in it-
self. 
DSPORTS1. 
reop1e 
AWARDSX 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ f Dr. Ruth W estheimer I 
Post season honors have 
rolled in for five Ithaca College· 
Bomber football players. 
Junior linebacker Dave Stone, 
junior nose guard Bill Sheerin, 
junior safety Roy . Anderson, 
senior running back John Koob 
and senior guard Rick Pardy 
were all named to the J 982 
Spor.ts Information Directors of 
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1KnowlI1l for lh.er open discussions 
of srex airndl 6Sexunally Speaking' o 
. Bring your ano_rnymous questions. 
IFe:bruary JJ. 9 11.983' 
Ford HalB 
8:00 pm 
$2.00 in advance at the Egbert Union 
$3 .00 at the door 
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America Division 111 All- Doris Kostrinsky 
Amerin football team. Stone In the annual presentation 01 
and ,Sheerin also received sports awards by the· Ithaca 
honorable mention .on the Journal, the Ithaca ·College 
Associated PressLittle All- athletic program swept each 
America team. Stone and Mike award category. Field hockey 
Mcreau will be co-captains and softball coach, Dorii. 
when the Bombers take the field ,Kostrinsky, received the award 
next season .. .In other football fo~ "Female Coach of the 
news, · when the United States Year", while basketball coach 
Football League gets underway Tom Baker received the award 
in March look for two former for "Male Coach of the Year". 
IC standouts to be on USFL Jn the athlete categories, 
rosters. Wide receiver Jim basketball star Tod Hart wa~ 
l)un~n '81 has signed with the named "Male Athlete of the 
league's Michigan franchise, Year", and field hockey player., 
while splint-end Terry Jarvie '80 Cathy Foto and Mary Klecha 
has signed with the league's were picked as.· "Female 
· New,Jersev_ballclub. Athlete,; of 1he Year". 
. •First Tr/roaster Abortions 
~Coofldentloi Counseling 
•One· .Visit & Follow-up o· · $210 lob feeslncludea· 
-jlllfrum;~;;ntt\ MD. 
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WRESTLERS HAVE DEPTH 
. ''·' 
.. -: 
by.Tom Lon20 .. · .·,; . . The class of. !~5 ·1s .:.also training intensi~ely '. 'ror this 
Like a great ca,pentet, third fielding a·strqrig;~~y of !ii:ap· season and hopes· to:duplicate 
year coach John Mtnray is piers .. ' ·.Returning is' Larry his ·57.(i high schooi'record this 
building a potent wrestling Colagiovanni, at iSO pounds, year at 142 pounds. Another 
squad. In his first year at 1.C. who beat five All-Americans junior to watch is Paul Liddel at 
he was. only 2-6 but through ex- last year· and this year lost a 158 lbs. 
tensive recruiting, hebrokeeven . close 1-0 overtime match anhe The seniors are relatively few, 
last year·with a.7-7 .. season. His Cornell Open to the 158 pound but they should form a solid 
asperations have mounted as his champion. core of leadership for Murray's 
team has increased with depth Bill Condon won the 198 lbs. team. Steve Davis is extremely 
and experienre. NYS USWF Freestyle cham- strong for his· 158 pound class 
"This is not the same poinship by beating Bill Morse, and Murrav calls him "Mr. 
situationthatlwaJk~intotwo 13-J, the '82 second place• .Squeeze". - Tim .. Wilmont 
years ago," he says, "We . finisher in the · Division _JU brings a multiplicity· of ex· 
should field at least eight strong Nationals. Condon injured his perience to the team. · Heavy 
weight classes out of ten· with knee last year but says 'that he weight Greg Smith won twenty 
no forfeits and even .some feels strong q_ue to intense four matches last year and 
strong back-up people. I expect weight training· this summer. sl1ould finish his· college 
a winning season and we should David Kittay was sidelined from wrestling career with a b~. 
be a national contender within his 167 pound competition with The big news in Bomber · 
two years .. " an elbow. injury last year ·but is wrestling this year is the return 
The 1982-8~ Bomber squad · back and doing well at both 167 of Ron Schenk, former section 
will once again be predominan- and 177. ·· . VI· champ. Schenk is com-· 
tly-underclassmen. For the first Last year's big star, Bart pleting his fourth year of 
time in many years, the team Morrow, is back and has wrestling and obtaining a 
will have streng~h. fyhirray is already taken second at the masters degree in physical 
looking for positive results Cornell Open .. Last week-end. education. This is his third year 
from freshmen 118 pounders he became the first l.C. wrestler as captain and has been.training 
Bob Panariello .and Paul in recent years to take first place at the New York Athletic Club. 
Schumann and 126 -pounder in the· New York State tour. He will be competing at-the 142 
Glenn Cogswell. . · nament. He beat Rensaller 28-2. · pound class and, along with 
Paneriello ~as twice Section in the first match, then beat .his Morrow, should be .an all-
XI champion •.. two-time New opponent from Oswego 7-2 .in American this year •. So far, 
York, State. High School the second match. In the semi- Schenk has won-thirteen mat-
medalist, and also twice USWF · finals he won -16-6 over Buffalo· ches and only lost three. 
Junior National place winner. and in the finals he became Saturday, January 29, the 
This year, he is already 23-3 and champion by beating -Mike. Bombers will face RJT and RPI 
last week l~st 8-7 to Bob Turner Franklin of Brockport, 20-5. . at RPI. After wrestling Brock-
of Army in the New York State Morrow wa-s voted Outstanding port on the 2nd and' Scranton 
College Champo1nships. Wrestler of,the tournament and and Kings College on the fifth. 
Cogswell has had a winning has posted. a 21'-2 record so far The Bombers will be home on 
season and had al) inpressive this season. February 12 for the . ICAC 
second place.finish at the R.I.T Junior·Ron· Cotton brings his Championships. · The last 
Invitational. He is from Mc- internationally · honed skills to home match will follow on 
Murray Pa. where he was two- both the I77 and 193 pound Wednesday the 16th against 
time conference champion class. Junior John Hiz has been Binghamton. 
CHAPIN LEADS JIC WHN 
by Doug Clauson 
Paced by the performance of 
Sue Chapin, the Ithaca College 
women's gymnastics team 
raised their unbeaten record to 
3-0 with a 158.40 to 155.80 win 
third in the all-around. 
The Lady Bombers play host 
to Cortland State in a dual meet 
today, starting at 7:30pm in the 
Ben Light Gymnasium. 
over Brockport State this past · All-around: Susie Chapin. IC, 33.45; 
Saturday. · Carleen Feran:o. B, 3 I. 75; Sue Atwell. 
Chapin earned a place· JC, 31.25. 
. . Vaulting: Ellen Sel~meycr, B. 8.65; 
fimsh m each of.the four events, Lori Rodia, B,8.SS; Chapin. IC, 8.45. 
including victories in the floor · Uneven bars: Kini Garbinski. IC. 
exercise and all-around. Senio; and Donna La_gge, B, tie t!.2; Fcrarco. 
l(j G b. k' k f'. ·, B. 7.85; Chapin, IC, 7.75. m ar 1,ns I too irst p ace Bahlncc beam: 11: .. ~y Glenn. B. 
for Ithaca on the uneven bars. 8.85; Chapin·. IC. 8.45; Fc,arm. B. 
Freshwoman Sue Atwell also 7.65. 
put in a fine performance with a Floor exercise: Chapir.. IC. 8.8; 
Atwell, IC, 8.6; Scl~mcycr. B, ~.5 
second in the.floor exercise and 
Ithaca Nipped HAUNT HAPPY HOUR 
·by Alfred 
by Mike Young, 
In ,the most exciting cmµest of. 
their season, the J.C. swimmers 
suffered their first def eat of the 
season to Alfred with a final 
score of Ithaca 56 Alfred 57. 
The meet favored Alfred until 
mid way through the meet when 
I.C.tied the score at 35. The 
Bombers continued on to take a 
six pointJead going into the last 
relay. However Alfred, who 
was well rested for the meet, 
when onto win the final event 
and the contest. 
Ithaca captured 5 first places 
in the meet. Dick Comanzo-won 
both the one meter and three 
meter diving events while Mike 
Nelson st:roked to a first in the 
200 yard butterfly. Andy Her-
sarn and Cliff Yee added a first 
apiece in the..100 yard free style 
and 200 yard breaststroke 
-respectively. 
Thoug~ not obtaining first 
place Tom Dressler set a new 
school record in 200 yard 
backstroke in a time of 2:05.4 to 
break the old mark set back in 
1976 by Steve Kirkpatrick. Also 
in the meet of the prior week . 
against Oswego state, Gary 
Petmecky broke the school 
record in the 200 yard breast 
stroke, set· in 1982 by Tim Len-
non; with a time of 2: 16.5. ' 
Ithaca's record for the season 
thus far is 6-l. This Saturday 
Jan. 29th, Ithaca College will 
host the first ICAC Champion-
ship meet.Ithaca will be joined· 
by·RIT, Hobart, St. Lawrence, 
RPI.and Alfred. The meet star-
ts at noon in the Hill Center 
Pool. . 
On the ·(ollowing Tuesday 
Feb. 1, the Bombers continue 
their dual meet schedule at 
home against the University of 
Rochester. The meet will begin 
at4pm. · 
"To Keep Your Spirits Up" 
·H&H .... 
. l.lQU.OR AND WINES/ 
".... . ' , ~ 
- . CLOSEST LJQUOR.STORE 
. . 
IS ~ IN 1983! 
.. -3 'til 7 p.m. every Friday·°""" 
.. * EVERYTHING ON SPECIAL FOR 4 HOURS 
... *HAPPY HOUR.PITCHERS OF BEER $1.00 3-5 P.M. 
. . 
· . * FREE POPCORN IS BACK 
.. · *OLDIESON THE BEST·SOUND SYSTEM IN TOWN · : 
. . . . . . .·., .. · ; . ' . ,• ' . - .. ·: ' . . .. ,-· 
and we are gi1Jing away ta a lucky Happy Hour Patron 
Two All-Expense-Pai4 Trips to HEDONISM 
NEGRIL JAMAICA -FREE!! 
Compliments of LIBERTY TRAVEL 
Pyramid Mall, Ithaca 
*Trip i~ for one week 
Here's how it works: 
. .· ·. · . .>-: .. ·.Jti'tc, CAMPlJ_S > . 
·:- - ·. --· ... · .. ,-2.1s·oNTHECO.l\,ff\.10NS- · · ., 11 1· 
-•~F;~1111*h~F.~~S~;~~J'~~} · ~)}( ,-,, · YINI must lie th~eJoJ.it;}/ · .·' _ ~'.f 
. . . . -· .. :Of,&J .• :State WJ~: · .. -- ...... ·-: -" .. · . .;i: ,. ;· · ~~:-~iy ·11rrs ·Friday-firsf ·drQ~~i~::-~i · 4p.m.! ·~· 1 
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HART 9 HERZING 'POWER IC· WIN 
by Dave Fischer 
The Ithaca College ru.:n's 
basketball team overcame a 
three point halftime deficit to 
earn a 73-63 victory over RPI in 
Troy last Saturday. Tod Hart 
and center Mickey Herzing 
combined to score 25 of the 
Bomber's 45 second half points. 
The victory gives Ithaca a 7-3 
overall record, and the team js 
ranked eighth in the New York 
State Division III coaches' poll. 
Ooser to home, the Bombers 
are 3-0 and the only undefeated 
team in the Independent College 
Athletic Conference. 
The Bombers trailed RPI · 
' -: throughout the first half 
because of poor field goal 
shooting. Ithaca shot only 
llx25 from the field, but the 
second half was to be a different 
story. 
Ithaca rallied with a 12-4 
scoring bulge early in the final 
half to take an advantage they 
would not relinquish. During 
this half the Bombers shot a 
precise 20 of 28. 
_Ithaca coach Tom Baker 
credits his team's turnaround to 
the "full court zone trap 
THE ASSIST MAN: Guard Jamie Frank netted ten ooints 
and dished out 8 assists in Ithaca's 73-63 win over RPI 
BOMBERS 
SUFFER SETBACK. 
by Ivan Gottesfeld 
When a coach has a· young 
team, they will often schedule 
difficult games during the 
course of the season. This 
builds character for the future. 
It is important to keep this in 
mind when examining the 
seasdn of the Lady Bomber 
basketball team thus far. 
On Monday night the 
women suffered a 61-37 set-
back to Cornell which drop-
ped their record to 4-10. They 
have lost games to sµch 
national powers as James 
Madison, Lock Haven, 
Brooklyn and Keane Colleges. 
It's not as though they 
haven't been in the games. As 
a matter of fact in last weeks 
two games they held leads in 
the first ha! f, only to lose 71-
64 to Brooklyn, and 77-68 in 
overtime to Keane. 
It's been frustrating for 
coach Natalie Smith because, 
as she says, "When we get in 
control of one of our flaws, 
such as rebounding or fouls, 
another problem will cost us 
the victory." But thpse are 
signs of a young team, so ·you 
must except that. 
Individually the Bombers 
are Io.aded. They have been 
paced as of late by sophomore 
Tracey Olson, who scored 20 
points and grabbed 15 
rebounds against Keane. 
Jeanne Johnston is now 
averaging 12.2 points and 9.9 
rebounds per game. 
· The Lady Bombers are a 
team of the future. Now they 
scare teams, in .the future 
they'll beat them. The team 
will try to get back on the win-· 
ning track against Brockport 
State this Saturday in the Ben 
Light Gym. 
Lady Widmer New York State 
Division III Poll 
1. College of New Rochelle 
2. Manattanville 
3. Cortland 
4. Hartwick 
5. University of Rochester 
pressure0 applied in the final 
half. Baker elaborated saying, 
"By design· Tod ~art is at the 
top of the press _and makes him 
close to the hoop if we get a tur-
nover or a steal." 
Hart was the game's leading 
scorer with 19 points, 14 of 
which came in the second half. 
Ron Zielinski added 14 points 
while Todd Sibel and Mickey 
Herzing scored 12 each. 
The second half saw Herzing 
score 11 of his 12 points and 
prompted coach Baker to say, 
"Mickey reasserted hi'llself in-. 
side. We told him that RPI's 
big men were slow and that he 
could beat them down the 
court." 
Subsequently, the. Bombers' 
running offense gave them· 
several 5 on 4 breaks in which 
Herzing was the open man. 
Herzing not only got down the 
;court quickly on· offense, but 
played a two-way game. Her-
zing led all Bomber rebounders 
with 8. 
The win at RPI was only one. 
·' of six consecutive away games 
for the Bombers. Coach Baker 
cl.aims this fact is no big deal, 
,/ 
saying, ".it's .one of those 
schecluling quirks ... and the less 
n:iade of it the better. We · 
prepare for each team, one at a 
time, as if we're playing them at 
home." 
Baker agrees that for some 
teams six road games may pose 
a_difficult situation, but "we see 
it as a tremendous challenge." 
"But when you're away you 
have to do the little things right. 
We want to play more efficien-
•Iy but not rush or hurry--
composure is very important, 
Sometimes we run through the 
pattern instead of executing the 
pattern. Playing tougher defen-
se on ·the road can overcome 
some mistakes, too." · 
ITHACA COLLEGE 1731 
G F R r 
Z1ehnsk1 6-9 2-2 4 2 
f!Jrl 9-16 1-4 5 3 
Henmg 5-8 2-5 8 3 
FrJnk 3-9 H 3 2 
C.1n.·l'r 
- 1-2 2·2 6 0 
r.:f~rt 0-0 0-0 0 IJ 6-9 0-1 2 0 
Cramer 0-0 0-0 0 I 
Goodwin 1-1 0-0 0 I 
Tot;ils 31-54 11-20 36 12 
RPI 1631 
G F R p 
Collins ll-12 4-4 5 I 
Abt tl-12 2-2 5 2 
Mahonev 0-3 0-0 I 2 
Jianacui1 3-6 0-0 1 I 
WemberRer 5-11 1-4 I, 3 
Jeflnes 4-6 2-2 6 I 
Doneeker 1-1 0-0 0 s 
F1Me~ 0-1 0-0 0 n 
Trua, 2·2 0-0 2 J 
D1etnck 0-2 0-0 0 f 
HOCKEY RECORD 
By Ed Rosen 
-SLIPS 
LC. gave up 5 goals in the 3rd 
period, 3 of them shorthanded. 
The LC. Mens Hockey Club Goalie Dana Nielson turned in a 
lost 2 key games this past strong performance in a losi_ng 
weekend .• Sat. night I.C. lost 7- cause .. 
3 to SUNY Binghamton in On Sunaay a tired -1.C. team 
Binghamton. LC. led 1-0 only lost 7-1 to Broome Community 
14 seconds into the game. . College. J.C. wa~. behind from 
Freshman Tommy Finn early on, and could never catch 
knocked irt the rebound of his up. LC. had some good oppor-
brothers' shot. Ithaca was tunities, but couldn't get a goal. 
plagued by penalties throughout Kevin · Finn scored the lone 
the game. LC. led 3-2 at the Ithaca goal on a cannon from 
end of 2 periods but penalties the top of the left face off circle 
killed 1.C. in the 3rd period. midway through the3rd eriod. 
In. side Feaiiu.res: 
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